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There seems to be reasonable evidence that humanity as a whole is 
currently in grave danger. Drivers for a possible renewed relapse into 
a "pre-human cultural society", biblically referred to as "Adamah" in 
the Old Testament (OT) or the Five Books of Moses (Pentateuch), 
seems this time (probably once again) to be the human being 
himself. Extreme wealth of individuals, paired with striving for power 
over others and falling into a kind of eroticism of money seem to 
pave the way there. The last few years with possibly constructed 
pandemic ideas and their medical promises of healing, proxy wars 
possibly initiated with distraction thoughts and scientifically 
questionable climate delusions seem to support this fear: There are 
some indications that societies around the world are threatened with 
changes that most of them (should) not benefit from. There are some 
indications that in the end only a few will benefit from this, but that 
the majority will hardly be able to defend themselves from a certain 
point in time. There are some indications that only a few are opposed 
to this dangerous and, in the end, perhaps terrible development, also 
because they do not believe it to be possible at all. There are some 
indications that some people are only willing to do such things 
because they have the naturalistic view that their death is their end 
anyway and that after them the deluge: So you have to get the best 
out of it NOW FOR YOURSELF and make his closest ones (egoism, 
egocentricity). 

There are some indications that such people have a new and false, 
naturalistic view that their death could at best be raised to a new 
level through the connection of man and machine, i.e. with artificial 
intelligence, transhumanism (e.g. WEF, Klaus Schwab, Yuval N Harari 
et al.) This fatal development, which may have been meticulously 
planned for many years and now seems to have been initiated, must 



be stopped vehemently. This can probably only be achieved through 
a paradigm shift in thinking that has been necessary for a long time 
anyway.  

At least now it is necessary and can still stop the drivers of such 
developments in time: They will have to join this paradigm shift if 
they want to save their own future, which might otherwise be fatal in 
the long run.  

This "spiritual paradigm shift" leads to the following insights: 

1) Every living being, no matter what stage of life, is - also and 
especially in - its core an "informational (spiritual) being". The only 
reason why this piece of matter lives at all is because "life" itself is a 
force of the "informational". Life is "continuous", which is not a 
physical (material) system property. 

2) Every living being initially develops only in its own way (collective), 
until it has gradually developed neuronal structures in the course of 
evolution, which allow more and more exchange with the really 
existing, informational and actual world. As a result, the spiritual part 
of the entity becomes increasingly individualized and at the same 
time deviates more and more from its piece of matter. It develops 
informationally faster, more divergent and more progressive. 

3) This is how single (individual) “personalities” are created and this is 
already happening in the animal world. Above all, it is only with 
humans that growing self-confidence is added as a further mental 
quality in addition to consciousness. With this, there is more and 
more the ability to recognize everything. 

4) And this also includes the knowledge of the culmination of the 
actual, spiritual (or informational) personality up to the zenith at the 
moment of (only material) death. From this alone it follows 
unmistakably and compellingly that this death is not the end, indeed 
cannot be! 



5) At that point at the latest – of course, much earlier in the case of 
contemporaries who are already more evolved and thus aware – all 
those who have passed away will realize that NOTHING that ever 
happened – and therefore also nothing that has ever caused damage 
– will be forgotten. You will also realize that you are ALONE yourself 
personally responsible for everything, really everything that you have 
ever done (personal responsibility). 

6) Everyone will then have to laboriously "work off" their guilt that 
has not yet been processed and paid off in the "here and now". This 
could take many centuries or even many more. In detail this means:  
6.1) RECOGNIZE  
6.2) REGRET  
6.3) APOLOGIZE (heartily and honestly).  
6.4) ASK FOR FORGIVENESS FROM EVERY INDIVIDUAL AFFECTED.  
The latter is the most difficult and tedious, but then time is not an 
issue. 

With that you will somehow have to iron out ALL the mistakes that 
have been made along the way, whenever. This is the REQUIREMENT 
to grow spiritually yourself, "LINEAR" and always upwards, like every 
spiritual being in this world. While the physical (material) world 
strives for more and more disorder (entropy), the informational 
(spiritual) world strives for ever higher order. 

7) Each individual would therefore do well in the "here and now" to 
recognize this as early as possible and to act accordingly. That is why 
Jesus also says: Turn back! 

8) This is the only way humanity can currently be saved.  
Time is running out. 

If one tries to analyze the perhaps real content of the OT, one will be 
able to establish that it is by no means a collection of "unique divine" 
stories or even guidelines. 



This is hardly comprehensible, because the "actual spirit of God" 
(Ruach Elohim) from Genesis 2, Book Mose 1, rests and only 
"indirectly", and thus at best through the people as (good) "spirit of 
God in people" ( Yhwh Elohim) acts. In the course of huge periods of 
time, however, many people have repeatedly proclaimed themselves 
"God" in personal hubris and then forced their often deviant actions 
on people as the supposed spirit of God. This often seems little 
different today than it did in the past. 

The "Five Books of Moses" (Pentateuch or OT) seem above all to be a 
form of RECORDING HUMAN AND CULTURAL HISTORY (!). The name 
"Moses" alone does not refer to a single person, but is probably an 
"honorable and high title" that was common long before. That is why 
Moses can also be found, for example, in the names of some 
Egyptian pharaohs (e.g. Ra-Moses = Ramses, Tut-Mosis). Translated, 
Moses means: the one (or that) saved over time. 

Moses = "He or that saved over time" in turn points to the following: 

1) The respective, up to then advanced cultural development of man 
has probably often reached a zenith, unfortunately followed by 
decadence and high spirits and then ended in a catastrophe with the 
annihilation of entire peoples and cultures. 

2) As is well known, this was the case with the Romans, as well as 
with the ancient Greeks, the Babylonians and Persians, Byzantines, 
the ancient Egyptians, etc., and perhaps many others more and 
earlier (Atlantis?). 

3) At least since the fire in the historical library in Alexandria, we 
know almost nothing more about earlier cultures. They all seem to 
have been advanced cultures of their kind with technical 
achievements that are still unknown or hardly known, and perhaps 
hardly suspected today. 



4) In the end it was all gone. In the Bible it says: relapse into Adamah, 
which unfortunately has been and is translated COMPLETELY WRONG 
with "earth" again and again. Earth is called Aretz. Adamah is actually 
human the "pre-culture"... 

This is what happened after deluges, fires, volcanic eruptions, 
earthquakes (known in the Bible as e.g. the Deluge or Sodom & 
Gomorrah), but also through wars between two tribes/ethnic groups 
(e.g. between the Cains and the Abels) or because stupidity always 
triumphed and then robbed reason of any basis and secure 
knowledge (e.g. expulsion from paradise, fire in Alexandria). 

5) A completely misunderstood, but probably extremely important 
cultural milestone was the construction of the Cheops Pyramid and 
the Sphinx in Egypt. Reasonable considerations seem to prove that 
this was based on a very high level of mathematical knowledge, 
which even then had to be based on knowledge that is probably still 
completely foreign to most people today. 

Just this much about this at this point: This structural co-construction 
is probably to be viewed against the background of four bright fixed 
stars, whose position does not change from our point of view. 
Possibly it results in a huge sundial, which points to massive - also 
climatic - events every approx. 13,000 years and covers a cycle of 
26,000 years. This could also include regular pole shifts with their 
effects. 

6) Even if we were to destroy our cultural development today - once 
again caused by man himself - after a few hundred or thousand years 
there would not be much left for posterity. No current hard drive, no 
other storage medium, no technical achievement etc. would survive 
that for long... 

7) Die Menschheit wäre dann einmal mehr in der "Adamah" 
gelandet. 
Irgendwann wann aber würde sie durch ein paar wenige, die 
langfristig überleben und sich dann aber auch wieder "neu erfinden" 



(vgl. Noahs Arche), eine neue Kultur erwachen und ein neuer Anlauf 
zu einer geistigen Hochkultur beginnen. 

8) Each individual, however, who today often takes great guilt on 
himself, must recognize that he then has to work through his 
problems alone in great torment for himself. His guilt will never be 
forgotten, although of course it will be forgiven at some point. It is up 
to each and every one of us today to RECOGNIZE this and to follow 
this realization in the "here and now" for the benefit of all. 

Further information can be found on the following websites: 

www.vanLaack-Book.eu
www.Nahtoderfahrung.info
www.youtube.com/channel/UCIY9S2U2uXAjbDUd0cMr1Fg/videos


